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Abstract

The BNL/CCNT group has observed and perforated a partial wave analysis on
1203 (22 GeV) t~p • Ha events. The OZI suppression has been found to be almost
completely broken down. The •• spectrua is found to be composed almost entirely
of two new resonances, the gT(2160) and the gT(2320) with I«J*C •> 0*"2*

+. For gj
(2160), M - 2.16 ± 0.05 GeV, and T - 0.31 ± 0.07 GeV. For gT(2320), H - 2.32 ±
0.04, and T - 0.22 ± 0.07. Assuming 1) QCD Is correct, and 2) the OZI nil* is
universal for weakly coupled glue In disconnected Zwelg diagrams due to the
creation or annihilation of new types of quarks; it Is concluded that one or two
primary glueballs with the above quantum numbers arc responsible for the above
observed states.

Introduction

In a pure Tang-Hills theory1 where StJ(3) has local gauge symmetry, and

color is confined, all hadrons would be glueballs2 (i.e. multi-gluon

resonances). This is due to the self-coupling of the gluons which becomes

stronger with decreasing energy (I.e. asymptotic freedom).

However experimentally we find that the hadronic sector Is dominated by qq

and qqq built states. There were a number of glueball candidates and extensive

discussion of them.3'20

t This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
2fos. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BKL) and DE-AC02-79ER1D550A (CCMT).



Thus establishing glueballs Is crucial to any theory which uses SQ(3>c such

as QCD, Grand Unification and Partial Unification. It has been the author's

opinion for some times»s that if glueballs are not established, QCD Is In

serious trouble. On the other hand, the explicit establishment of glueballs

would Indeed be a great triumph for QCD*

How Do You Find Glueballs?

From prior experimental observation It Is clear tha: if glueballs exist,

they are masked in the vast collection of quark-built meson nonets, existing In

the mass range where one would expect to find them (• 1-3 CeV).

1. Pattern Recognition of a Decuplet

One looks for a nonet with an extra singlet, a glueball with the same

quantum numbers. If it Is near enough to the singlets in the nonet It will mix

with them. Nonet -I- gluebsll • decuplet, with characteristic mixing and splitting

(and have other special characteristics of glueballs). Calculations have shown

that the ideal mixing observed in a great deal of nonets would be affected in

these decuplets, and pattern recognition would have to be used,19*20 A

glueball candidate of this type Is the BJfL/CCKT J P C - 0*+ gB(I2«0).
15 This would

make a new 0** multlplet with apparently the right characteristics: Of course

one must realize that there are many other possible explanation* for these

states.*

2. Look In a Channel Enriched in Gluons

Glueball candidates of this type are the SLAC J*0 - 0~+, iota(14*0),

which could be the tenth member of a ground state 0~** decuplet,** and the SLAC 8

(1640). On course one should realize that there are many other possible

explanations for these states. Secondly, the following speaker21 will discuss

the iota and the 0 followed by three theoretical talks on the subject.22""21*

3. An 0Z1 Suppressed Channel with a Variable Mass

In an OZZ suppressed channel with variable mass, glueballs with the

right quantum numbers should break down the OZI suppression in the mass region

where they exist and dominate the channel. Thus the OZI suppression can act as a

filter for letting glueballs pass while suppressing other states. Furthermore,

the breakdown of the OZI suppression can serve as a clear signal that one or more

glueballs are present in the mass region. According to present concepts in QCD,

the OZI suppression is due to the fact that two or more hard gluons are needed to

* One could, for example, Inadvertently mix states from the basic nonet with
those of a radial excitation.

** The SLAC lota(1440) is thought to be In a channel where glueballs are
enhanced since it is found in J/f radiative decoy.



bridge the gap In an OZI suppressed disconnected or hairpin diagram involving new

types of quarks. The csrly onset of asymptotic freedom leads to a relatively

weak coupling constant for these gluons, which then causes the 021 suppression.

However, If the glue in the intermediate state resonates to fora a glueball, the

effective coupling constant (as in all resonance phenomena) sust becosx strong,

and the OZI suppression should disappear in the aass range of the glueball. This

should allow hadronic states with the glueball quantua numbers to fora with

essentially no OZI suppression. The author has aade this argument

previously.5 »6»l**»IS Thus the OZI suppression essentially is a filter

which lets glueballs pass and suppresses other states.

The n~p •» +4n (QZ1 Forbidden Channel)

My lecture will be concerned with tais channel since the latest detailed

results have been obtained in it.

The BNL/CCNT collaboration had shown in 1977-76 that in the OZI forbidden25

(or suppressed) reaction *~p * #+n at an incident plon energy of 22.6 CeV, that

the OZX suppression was essentially absent.4 This was quantitatively

demonstrated, and Interpreted by the author as evidence for glueballs in the ##

system.5»6 However, the initial 100, and eventual 170 events obtained did not

allow a viable partial wave analysis to explicitly Identify the glueball

candidates quantum numbers, mass, width, etc. The 44 mmeo spectrum observed in

other later low statistlcr measurements were consistent with our results.

The BNL MPS (Multlpartlcle Spectrometer) was redesigned with a novel, high

speed drift chamber system replacing the spark chambers27 In order to obtain > an

order of magnitude more data. In a run with the new MPS II and 22 CeV incident

n~ beam, BNL/CCNY obtained 1203 *~p + +#n events in which the visible cross

section is only • 6 nanobarns.

A partial wave analysis of this data15*29 yields at the wry least, two

explicit strong glueball candidates in the ## systea with all quantua numbers,

aass and width determined. As will be discussed lat«r if QCD Is correct and the

OZI rule universal for disconnected OZI suppressed diagrams, one or two primary

glueballs have resulted in these states.

The basic xeaction measured is given by the OZI allowed reaction (Fig. la)

»~p + K*K""Kl"]C"n. In OCD one considers these OZI allowed reactions proceed by m

continuous series of exchanges of single and perhaps some low energy multiple

gluons which have relatively strong effective couplirg constants and thus are

strong interactions. The poorly understood hadronizatlon process is thought to a

large extent to occur near the outer regions of the confinement region with

unsuppressed cross sections.



figure la: The quark line diagram for the reaction »~p • !TlK~KTC"n, which Is
connacted and OZI allowed.

If a • replaces one 1C*X" pair we have the reaction ***p • 4K*k~n (see Fig.
lb) which is still a connected diagram and OZI allowed.

JJ „
-**- 1

1 *
- , _ K

figure lb: The quark line diagram for the reaction »~p + #r*lC"n, which la

connected and OZI allowed.

However, if both K+K" pairs fora #'s, we have a disconnected (double
hairpin) diagram which is OZI forbidden. Hence *-p * **n in fig. ic Is an 021
forbidden diagram, and should exhibit the OZI suppression.

This was dearly shown for *~p + #n, where the OZI suppression factor Is *
100.30 Typically:

o(»-p) • ̂ D
o(«-p) • #n

also exhibiting the OZI suppression factor.

another OZI allowed process Is f p + #A. The ratio

* *h - 60
• #n w

also shows the typical OZI suppression.31

The decay matrix element squared of the OZI allowed process, • • l^K", is *
100 times that for * • o+*~ which is OZI suppressed.2S* Hence in both the
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Figure 1c: The quark line diagram for the reatlon »"*» * tyfa which is

disconnected (I.e. a double hairpin diagraa) and is OZI forbidden. Two or three

gluons are shown connecting the disconnected parts of the diagraa depending upon

the quantua nuabera of the •• systea.

production and decay, a single f hairpin (disconnected diagraa, see Fig. 2),

corresponds to an OZI suppression factor • 100.

One may ask is it as legitimate to consider "»~p • ##n also as a disconnected

diagraa subject to the OZI suppression. Each of the two f's is an alaost pure si

aeson system. If you look ac Fig. Ic from right to left you have two sf states

disconnected froa the *~, p and n part of the diagraa which is connected, and

contains only u and d quarkr. This is basically a disconnected diagraa just like

the OZI suppressed single • production case.

Figure 2«: The quark line diagraa for the reaction # *

disconnected and OZI forbidden.

which is

An experimental example where a disconnected diagraa formed by two particles

in the final state: composed of new types of quarks and their antiquaries leads to

OZI suppression32 is shown in Fig. 2c (left half):



•c
Figure 2b: The quark line diagram for Che reaction *~p -*• #o which la a

disconnected and OZI forbidden.

•(3685) • J/* *+*- (33 ± 2)2, or J/* *°irO (17 ± 2)X.

The full width of the *(3685) is only 0.215 MeV, dearly showing the strong OZI

suppression corresponding to the fact that that initial state contains cC quarks

only, whsreas the final state still contains the cC quarks but the dlagraa

becoaes disconnected when u and d quarks and their antiquaries (to fora the two

plons) are included in the final state. Only the decay sod* involving -*+t~ is

shown, but one should reaeabe? that there is an additional decay aode involving

«° with about half the rate. If this process were OZI allowed, the #(3685) would

be very such wider. These Zwelg dlagraas have two separate disconnections, one

containing a double hairpin and the other having the aore coaaonly observed

single hairpin, and the OZI rule works beautifully at each disconnection.

IHADRONS

figure 2c



The right half of fig* 2c ahoim *\ similar reaction in the T system where the

1(10,020) • T(9*60) re (30 ± 6)Z of tht time. Thia caM is an even more

impressive example sine* for the T(10,020), r - 0.030 ± 0.010 and for the

T(9«60), r -> 0.042 t 0.01S. Tbua the r is within the error* the saw at the

first disconnection containing a double hairpin aa at the stcond which has the

usually studied single hairpin.

Thus it Is experimentally clear froa tht • and T systems that a double

hairpin type disconnection In a Zwelg diagram Is strongly 0ZI suppressed. The

likely reason the v* decay is very strong in these channels is that it requires

only two less hard gluooa to bridge tht disconnection. Possible arguments that

disconnected Zwelg diagrams Involving new types of quarks, but which are not of a

single hairpin type may not be 0Z1 suppressed are obviously contradicted by these

reactions. If one naively applies crossing to these reactions, one could naively

convince oneself that they are related to Pomeron exchange and thua strong. This

would lead to a wide v(3685) and a wide T(10,020) Instead of the observed very

narrow states. Thus Che Zwelg disconnected diagrams and the OZI rule are subtle

mysteries which are often misunderstood.6,15 Finally I have carefully avoided

utilizing Zwelg diagrams involving so-called Pomeron exchange since no one really

knows what the Poaeron Is, especially In these types of reactions.

But what if one introduces two-step processes or other complicated

intermediate states or processes, other than hard multigluons to jump the

disconnected part of the diagram. The author haa discussed this',15 and shown

that the OZI rule is peculiar In that you can defeat it by two-step processes or

in OCD language changing the nature of the multigluon exchange needed In the

one-step diagrams to a series of the ordinary OZI allowed gluon exchanges.

In other words, Zweig's diagrams are, based on all experimental

observations, to be taken literally as one-step processes and the multigluon

exchanges needed to connect disconnected parts of the diagrams are not to be

tampered with. Why are these peculiarities observed? I cannot answer that.

Neither can I answer why color exists, why confinement? Why quarks? etc. etc.

etc. These are all concepts based on observation.

It Is certainly consistent with all experimental observations In the #, J/4>

and T syatems that the OZI rule25,15 works very well.* Therefore I assumed as an

Ansatz that the OZI rule is universal for weakly coupled glue In Zwelg

disconnected diagrams Involving creation or annihilation of new types of quarks,

and of course the correctness of OCD as an Aneatz in drawing ay conclusions.

With these Anvatzen 1 will later conclude that we neve discovered one or aore

gluebaUs. Without assuming OCD, then is no point In discussing glueballs. If

you quarrel with assuming the universality of OZI, we will have to demote our

conclusion of glueaall discovery to discovery of very strong glueball candidates.



and suggest you explain why tha assumption of tha OZI tul* which haa been

consistently observed to work be replaced by complicated alternatives.

the M M of the physics gaaa la simplicity aa Ion* aa It works t

The »~p •» ••n Ixperlaent

The exparlsMntal arrangement that ML/CCMT used employing the new HPS II is

shown In Fig. 3. The Major changes from the HPS X experiments to NFS II

experlaents waa to replace the spark cheaber* with drift cheaters with ten tiaet

aore data-gathering rate capability and to laprovc the (charged particle and r)

veto box. around the liquid hydrogen target to obtain an even cleaner neutron

algnel.

Figure 4 la a scatter plot of the aasa of one K*1C~ pair versus the aess of

the second T*T~ pair. Each event has two points on the plot due to the four

possible coabinatlons. The two 4 bends stand out over the 4-fcaon background.

Where the two • bands cross there Is a black spot with peak Intensity (corrected

for resolution <md double counting) greater than 1,000 tiaes that of the

LlOUIt*
HYOROOENv
TARGET^

MAGNET

OOWM STREAM
DETECTORS

Figure 3: The lf>S II and the experimental arrangeaent (see lef. 3 for further
details.

adjoining *-k«oo event intensity. The 4 band intensity (corrected for

resolution) is about a factor of 20 higher than the adjoining 4-kaon event

intensity. Where the two • bands cross, the ft intensity (corrected for

The fact that the OZI rule works well for the single +, J/f and T is
understandable If there are no gluebells with the right quantua numbers at
their aasses.



resolution) la - 50 tlaes greater than the •<Kfr~) Intensity.* If the OZI
aappreaalon occurred, very little enhancement would be seen here. Thua we have a
patent violation of the OZI suppression. This affect was noted by us la 1978."
The speaker has shown that If one uses the isobar model,JJ which li well kno:« to
week well and has no provision for OZI suppression» one can quantitatively
explain5t*»*s the scatter plot within a factor of 2. The new greater
statistics data are consistent with the earlier experiment.

s
IN,-'

ihi

Figure 4: A scatter plot of K*1C effective mass. Two randomly chosen mass

combinations are plotted for each event. Clear bands of #(1020) are seen with an

enormous enhancement (black spot) where they overlap (i.e. • * ) .

Independent evidence of the breakdown of the OZI suppression is given3*»3S

by a study of the reaction lTp + ++A or ••£°. This OZI allowed reaction has a
cross section only a factor - 4 larger than the cross section for *~p * ##n which

When a huge signal occurs where none is supposed to, nature is usually trying;
to give you a message. Here I believe the message Is "glueballs*'.



Is OZI forbidden. He also bare preliminary results on this reaction and cbta'.n

the same factor • 4. One should divide the 4 by a factor of 2 since in the *~

case only n is allowed to accompany the ••„ whereas in the K~ case, either a A or

Z° is accepted.

The OZX allowed and forbidden reactions have equal cross sections within a

factor of 2. In contrast to this, the ratio31

O(ITP) + 4A _

< p) • in w

shows the typical OZI suppression. It has also been shown35 recently that

o(lTp) • •IChTn „ o<*~p) - •K*1C"n m .
e(ITp) • M n o(»~p) • #*n

Since all stites except *~p • 4+n are OZI allowed, this again shows the absence

of OZI suppression.* Thus we have shown in a number of ways that the large OZI

suppression - 100, expected in single • production is present, whereas that

expected ir 4fn production Is broken down to within a factor of 2 of OZX allowed

processes 'jihich is within the uncertainties of the comparisons. Thus we can

clearly conclude that the expected OZI suppression is essentially asbsene in the

n~p • 4+n OZI forbidden process* Figure 5 shows the mass spectrum of the other

X*1T pair in an event when one K*K" pair falls in the • mass band (1014.6 ± 14

MeV) and clearly Indicates the huge #4 signal. Figure 6 shows s very dear

neutron recoil from the 44 with an estimated contamination of non-neutron events

in our data sample « 3%. This should have a negligible effect on our analysis.

In the mass region where the partial wave analysis was done, the <#C*K" background

was small (- 11Z) and it was Included in our analysis.

The histogram in Fig. 7 shows the detected •* effective mass spectriai for

1203 w~p > t+n with an estimated background of 130 events from •***" and - 40

events of non-neutron recoil. The dashed line is the Monte Carlo determined

acceptance of the apparatus for our partial wave analysis solution to be

discussed later. However one should note that the result obtained for the

acceptance Is close to that one would obtain from phase space. Furthermore the

results of the partial wave analysis are insensitive to considerable changes in

the acceptance. The observed spectrum is consistent with that of Ref. 3 and

other subsequent low statistics •• experiments.26 One should note that for

* a(K~) " <J(*~) for 44 production implies flavor Independence (supporting
glueballs). It should be noted that in general, strange quark production is
enhanced by one to two orders of magnitude when a strange quark is contained in
the Initial system. This general effect has been greatly downgraded in this
Instance.
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Figure 5: The effective mats of each K*K~ pair for which the other pair wa* In

the « mass band.

It*I <0.3 GeV2 the tf distribution Is consistent with e<9#* * °» 7) t >. if one

looks at the quark structure of Fig. lc, one essentially has a pion exchange

radiating several gluons (thought to represent a glueball) and thus one would

expect a peripheral production Mechanism, which Is what we observe.

It should be noted that the •• mass spectrum from K~p * 4#A/£3<* Is much

broader and extends to much higher masses (see Fig. 8).

Partial Wave Analysis

The partial wave analysis (PWA) used six angles to specify all kinematic *nd

other characteristics of the •• system with each • decaying Into a K+lT pair.

Figure 9 shows the Gottfried-Jackson frame. The usual GJ angles, 0 (polar)

and Y (azlauthal), were employed.

Figure 10 shows the rest frame of tx. In it we label the polar angle of the

decay of the K+ relative to the • direction as 9lt and the acimuthal angle of the

decaying K* as There is a similar rest fras* (not shown) for the second

with corresponding polar angle for K+ of 82 aod ^imuthal angle a . Since the
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Figure 6: The sluing mass squared for the neutral recoiling system from the #••

aziauthal angles a are the sane in either • rest frame, o. is «hi m la the *est

frase of a . These six angles and relevant combinations of thea fere used in the

PWA.

The partial waves considered were all waves with J » 0,1,2,3,4; L - 0,1,2,3;

S » O , l , ? i - J < M < J , P - ± , n » i . J is the total angular momentum of the ##

system. L is the orbital angular momentum, H Is Jz, V is the parity and 13 the

exchange naturality of the wav Z m 0 and C » + for the #• system. Bose

statistics requires that L - i • even nusaer.

The above criteria led to a group of 52 independent waves. The aaxlaua

likelihood method was used fc- the PHA. To determine the partial waves playing a

major role in the •• system, the events in the mass region 2.1 to 2.3 CeV were

fitted with an incoherent background plus one additional partial wave of specific

J , S, L, M and n, cycling through each of the 52 waves described above. The

largest, and only significant contribution case from J ^ S L M " -> 24+200~. This

wave was retained, and to search for other waves, each of the other 51 were added

one at a time in turn. The only significant additional contribution came from



2.0

Figure 7: The observed *# effective mass spectrum. The dashed line It the Monte
Carlo calculated acceptance.

2.0 2.5 ««03.0

GeV
Figure 8: The •• effective mass spectrum for iTp • ## A/1.

JPSLMT1 - 2+220~. These two waves were then retained end each of the remaining
fifty were added one at a time In turn. No statistically significant
contribution from any other wave was found, tkc •• data were then divided up
Into five adjoining 100 HeV wide bins starting from threshold, so that we could
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figure 9: The Gottfried-Jackson frame with polar angle $ and azlmuthal angle y.

explore the mass dependence of the partial wave structure. The bin site was
chosen because about 200 events per bin are needed to obtain reliable solutionsc

The background fro* tfftr events (- 11%) was estimated from an examination
of the zegions adjacent to the •• peak. There was no evidence of any angular
structure, so this background was represented by a flat distribution in all
angles. A maximum likelihood fit to the five bins using the two J* • 2* waves
described gave a very good fit with X2/O.F. • 1 when the statistics and
systematic errors were considered. To ensure that no other combination of two
waves would give an equlralent fit, each possible combination of two waves, i.e.
52 x 51/2 - 1326, were tried in the central bin where the S and D waves found had
a significant overlap. The closest one came to a fit was 5a away from the
original fit. These - So fits always had the S-wave originally found MB one of
the two waves. Hence the original two-wave fit is clearly selected.*

Therefore the mass independent solutions (i.e. no parameteriratlon chosen)
for the JpSLMn- 2*200" S-wave and the 2+220" D-wave are shown in Fig. 11. The
lower half of the figure shows the Isl2 normalized to events as the open circle

* One might perhaps expect a background of the 1. « 0, Jp - 0+ wave at threshold,
but this wave contributes only 10 ± 5Z of the events In the lowest mass bin.
Furthermore, one should recall backgrounds do not break down 0ZI suppression.



Figure 10: the f rest frame with the polar angle 0j of the decay I* (relative

to 4 direction) and the a^lnuthal angle O| of the decay K*".

points and the corresponding ID|2 amplitudes squared are shown as the d e e d

points. The x points In the upper part show the D-S -*ase difference. A natural

parameterization for these data Is one or two Breit-Hlgner*. A one Brelt-Vlgner

fit was rejected by > lOo, primarily because of the phase difference. A two

Brelt-Wlgner fit on the other hand was very good with X2/D.P. « 1. The solid

lines show this fit. The quantum numbers and parameters of the two resonances to

be discussed later, are shown In Table X.

It at first appears remarkable that we can demonstrate such selectivity

(I.e. 2 waves selected out of 52). However this results fro* the fact that the

•• system Is a very powerful analysis system for picking particular waves. If we

look at Figs. 12a and 12b where angular variables for numerous allowed (I.e. 1 +

S - even) pure waves up to J - A** are shown. Me can notice from these figures

that each wave has Its own characteristic signature in the various variables

shown. Our data shows a flat distribution In y* all M • 0 waves which are shown

have this feature. Therefore there is no need to plot T. The primes (i.e. a' -



TABLE I

Quantum nuabers and parameters of the Brelt-Vigncr resonance fit to the S- and

D-wwe amplitudes (and phase difference) of Fig. 11.

fT(2160)

I G JPC

Mass (GeV)

rtot
Ratio of Partial Widths

0+2++

2.16 ±

0.31 ±

r /r *

0.05

0.07

• 0.02

1,(2320)

2.32 ± 0.04

0.22 t 0.07

Figure 11; (a) The points show the Intensity Osl 2 and |D| 2) and for the best

•ass-Independent two-wave fit described In the text, (b) Hie points show the D-S

phase difference (mats-rindependent) for the best two-wave fit described in the

text. The curves show tb^ resultant best Milnn likelihood fits for the

P*r*Mterization of two Interfering Brelt-Vlgner resonances.
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Figure 12*: Various pure vmvea fro« T^ - 0*+
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Figure 12b: Varloua pure wave* fro« J*0 - (T* to J K - *++ «lth M - 0.



al) Indicate modifications to the variablea for display and comparison purposes
no a* to equalize the phase space in each histogram bin (to be shown later). For
sjcample:

Act* • _ — —

Due to the inherent symmetry, aa1 - a' - a*, and coaO! - cos«£ htve been folded,

the data for at and o^ added, and the data for coaBj and cos82 added. The very

characteristic signature for particular pure waves in these angular variables

give us great selectivity. Notice that the two J • 2* (S and D) waves found in

the PHI (the third and the fifth froa the top in Fig. 12a) have slallar very

characteristic large structure In or* - a* and the 5-wave has a characteristic

atructure In a whereas the D-wave does not. Thus a* - a' and a are the snst

important variablea in selecting the J * 2<H* waves we found In our partial wave

analysis.

A detailed comparison (In 3 aaaa bins) of the data and the Monte Carlo

generated prediction for our fit froa the partial wave analysis Is shown. The

Monte Carlo results are acceptance-corrected and are based on over 14,000 events,

more than an order of aegnitude more statistics than the data (for which the

actual nuaber of events are shown). Thus the statistical fluctuations in the

Monte Carlo results will be saall coapared to those in the data, we determined

that the angular variablea and correlations were not sensitive to the acceptance

except In the case of the G.J. angle 0.

A comparison of the data and the Monte Carlo for Tf (the C.J. azimuthal

angle) are coapared in Fig. 13a. The agreement Is very good.

The data and Monte Carlo for coaS, where 0 is the C.J. polar angle are

compared in Fig. 13b. Even though cosS is sensitive to the acceptance, we obtain

a quite reasonable agreement.

Figure 14 ahows the data and Monte Carlo predictions of the fit for a and

aa* - a! - a'. The agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo prediction

baaed on the fit for Aa' is most Impressive since there are large factors £ 3
between peaks and valleys.

The agreement is also quite good for a. The first bin shows large
atructure, characteristic of the S-wave. The next bin nhown is where the D-wave
la very Important and ahowa very little structure in a, which is a feature of the
9-wave. The agreement is good. The next bin shows the structure returning as
the D-wave drops down and again indicates agreement.

Figure IS showa the comparison of the data with the Monte Carlo for *? + a!
and coaS. There la no sizeable structure in these variablea. The agreet.snt la
generally good.
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Figure 13: (a) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for the fit In G.J. azlvuthal angle y.

(b) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for the fit In G.J. polar angle function cos8.

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the data with the Monte Carlo for cos8! -

cos9' and cos6' + cos6'. The agreement is good and there is no sizeable

structure In these variables.

We have made ten characteristic angular correlations for six Independent

variables and found good agreement - striking at times in Aa* and a for example.

The data and Monte Carlo agree in all mass bins in all variables.

In Fig. 17 where the solid line is the fit prediction, the agreement with

the +• mass spectrum is also good. However, in the H system, its myriad and

characteristic angular distributions and angular correlations are much more

Important tests of the significance of the fit, than the mass spectrum. Thus we
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Figure 14: (a) Coaparison of the data *nd the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for the aziwuthal angle a of the decay K1* In the • rest frame,

(b) Coaparison of An'

Carlo for the fit.

a! - oi with the acceptance-corrected Monte

can feel quite confident that our two Breit-Wlgner fits are in excellent

agreement with the data.

All the quantua numbers, the aass, full width, and partial width ratios for

these two Breit-Wlgner resonances are given in Table I. They are at the very

least strong glueball candidates due to the breakdown of the OZI suppression, and

the striking selectivity of 2 out of 52 possible waves selected.

If one takes as input Anzatsen: 1) the correctness of 0C0; 2) the

universality of the OZI rule for weakly coupled glue in a disconnected Zwelg

diagram, due to introduction of a new type of qq pairs, this leads to OZI

suppreslon due to a weakly coupled hard aultlgluon exchange. As I have pointed

out previously, a glueball in which the gluons resonate would lead to effectively

strongly-coupled glue, and break down the OZI suppression.
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Figure 15: (a) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for o! + <x'.

(b) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

fri co»8.

This leaves me as the only explanation of the OZI suppression breakdown and

the observed selectivity, the presence of one or two primary glueballs in the

•ass region with these quantum numbers. Impure qq intermediate states, 4-quark

states, etc. are ruled out by the above Ansatzen (Ansatz 2)*

I say one or two primary glueballs because one primary glueball could break

down the OZI suppression and possibly mix with a nearby quark state with the same

quantum numbers yielding two states very rich in resonating glue. Of course,

both states could come from different primary glueballs* since we expect that

there is a glueball spectrum of states - not just a single glueball.

* They might also eventually dress themselves to some degree with qq~ pairs.
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Figure 16: (a) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for cosB' - coa8*.

(b) Comparison of the data and the acceptance-corrected Monte Carlo

for cos 8' + cos8'

In a number of papers it was concluded that the width of a glueball should

be narrower than hadronic resonances typically by a factor • Vozi suppression

factor. These considerations were based on treating the quark-glue, glue-glue

coupling as weak, and clearly do not apply if the glue-glue coupling becomes

strong enough to form a resonance, in which case we are generally dealing with *

very strongly interacting multigluon resonance. The glue-glue coupling is

effectively stronger than the quark-glue coupling, and hadronizatlon is thought

to occur at large distances after splittings and Involves considerable numbers of

softer gluons. Therefore glueballa in general should be MM wide, or wider than,

typical hadronic resonances in the mass region (see Table II).
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Figure 17: The observed ++ a i u spectrusi compared to the predicted (solid line

curve) aass spectrusi from the acceptance-corrected fit. The dashed line is the

acceptance.

However, Sid Meshkov's "oddballs" (exotic J * 0 ) 1 1 . 1 3 . 2 1 * say be narrow

since we have no knowledge of how exotic states couple. We estimate that we need

at least an order of magnitude sore data to search for "oddballs", and plan to

accumulate this additional data in the next 1-2 years.

Table II lists some typical resonance widths from the particle data group

tables and widths for other glueball candidates. He see that T • (200-300) ± 100

MeV are reasonable values for glueballs.

Phenomenological Predictions for Glueballs

In constituent glueball models13 the gluon Is considered to have an

effective mass m - 0.75 GeV,36 due to confinement. Thus we might be in the

three-gluon sector. Due to the self-coupling between the gluans and their

splittings, a gauge invariant description with a definite number of gluons is not

possible. Nevertheless it is physically appealing and reasonable to expect in

constituent gluon models that the lowest lying ground state would be mostly



TABLE II

Resonance Widths for Some Hadronlc Resonances from the

Particle Data Group Table32

State * u Jcn Full Width f in MeV

g(1690) l+(3")- 200 * 20

p<(1600) 1+(1~)- 300 ± 100

f(127O) 0+{2+)+ 179 t 20

Resonance Widths for Other Glueball Candidates9-10.16

SLAC lota(1440) (0")+ 5 5 ^

6(1640) (2+)+ 22O-I'7O

BNL/CCNY g (1240) 0+(0*+) 140 ± 10
a

composed of 2 gluons and have a mass - 2 x 0.75 GeV "1.5 GeV. One NDLid expect

another ground state lu the 3g sector aostly composed of 3 gluons with a mass " 3

x 0.75 GeV « 2.25 GeV.

HIT bag calculations of glueballs assume massless gluons and obtain

predictions for quantum numbers and masses of various states.37*38 The masses

do not fit some present glueball candidates. Hyperflne energy shifts that depend

on a have been put Into the bag calculations to allow such fits.39 Adapting

these methods, we have derived m for two-gluon states as a function of a . The

SLAC iota (1440) and 6(1640) glueball candidates, and the BNL/CCNY 8^(1240)

glueball candidate, were used as inputs to derive the results shown in Fig. 18.

We can obtain a 3 - 2 + + g (2160) at about the right mass as an excited state in

the 2g sector.* A recent calculation based on the MIT bag has shown that a

low-lying (TH)2 glueball has an estimated mass in the region -2.4 GeV.

The massless assumption for gluons in the bag does not allow J - 2 + + for

low-lying 3-gluon states, in contrast to the constituent gluon model which allows
PC PC

all J for 3g states and all J (i.e., C » +) f»- 2g states.

So far, lattice calculations'4 have concentrated mainly on the glueball

ground state getting J*̂  - O**, M - 0.8 - 1.0 GeV. Recently they have begun to

* However, one should be aware that perturbative treatments are Hot justifiable
at high values of o .
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Figure 18: The predicted mass and quantum numbers of the 2g glueballs from

adapting the methods of Ref. 39. The lota (1440), 6(1640) and %%

(1240) were used as input to determine the overall mass level, th»

spacing between the levels, and a (till break in lines).

attack higher spin states.1*111*2 The work Is still preliminary, but Indications

are that higher spin states could well show up in our mass region. Thus, In

summary, nne finds that the phenomenological models are generally compatible with

our results, except for the MIT bag calculations if we are in the 3g sector.



Conclusions for the w~p • j+n Channel Experiment

If you I I I U M aa input Ansatzen: 1) OCD is correct, and 2) The OZI tula 1*

universal for weakly coupled glue In disconnected Zwelg diagram*, due to the

creation or annihilation of new types of quarks, then we have discovered one or

two primary glueballs with ZG - 0+, JPC - 1** which lead to the observed states:

^(2160) H - 2160 ± 50 HeV, T - 310 ± 70 MtV

^(2320) H « 2320 ± 40 HsV, f - 220 ± 70 HeV.
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